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C. D. West
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ABSTRACT
This report was prepared in support of the Renewable
Energy Applications and Training Project that is sponsored by
the U.S. Agency for International Development for which ORNL
provides technical assistance. It briefly outlines the
performance that might be achievable from various kinds of
Stirling-engine-driven irrigation pumps. Some emphasis is
placed on the very simple liquid-piston engines that have been
the subject of research in recent years and are suitable for
manufacture in less well-developed countries.
In addition to the results quoted here (possible limits
on M4 and pumping head for different-size engines and various
operating conditions), the method of calculation is described
in sufficient detail for engineers to apply the techniques to
other Stirling engine designs for comparison.

1.

STIRLING ENGINE POWER OUTPUT

If well-designed and constructed, conventional Stirling engines (see
Ref. 1 for a guide to Stirling technology) have a rather simple relation
between the brake power, the piston stroke of the machine, the pressure
of the working fluid, the frequency of operation, and the temperature of
the heater and cooler:

wO m 'n 'mf '0

TV - TK
+ T
?I
K

l

(1)

A survey of 23 very different engines 1 indicated the average value of Wn
to be 0.25, and this is the number usually employed in making rough calculations or predictions of the performance of new Stirling engines. The
Wn of 0.25 is only applicable if a consistent unit set (such as SI units)
is used in Eq. (1).
If the engine is used to drive a pump, then the power may be used to
raise liquid (often water) against gravity:
TH - TK
t Hpg m W =0.25PmfVoT +T .
0
P
H
K

(2)

2
This relation does not take into account the loss of power in the pump
itself. Actually, such an omission is quite legitimate because some of
the engines surveyed to assign a value to Wn were pumping engines. Their
measured power output referred to the actual pumped volume and head; that
is, the pump efficiency (or inefficiency) has to some extent already been
included in Wn.

h
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2.

STIRLING ENGINE M4

For conven$,ence, we can rearrange Eq. (2) to calculate 0 H, which is
the quantity sometimes called M4. However, we also need to cii nvert the
pumping rate from m3/s (i.e., SI units) to m3/h (the units normally used,
unfortunately, for M4). With these changes,
TH - TK
'rn
M4 = k" = 3600 x 0.25 K x fVo T + T .
H
K

(3)

Now, P - 103 kg/m3 (for water), g = 9.81 m/s*, and substituting these
numbers into Eq. (3) yields
TH - TK
m oTH+ %'

M4 = 0.092 P fV

(4)

Most Stirling engines operate at rather high pressure and high speed to
maximize the specific power, but others, including the liquid-piston
machines (fluidynes) to be described iater, are inherently low-pressure,
low-speed engines. Table 1 lists the relevant data for five different
engines and the value of M4 calculated from Eq. (4).

Table 1.

M4 calculated for various Stirling engines
M4
b4/h)

TH
("Cl

TK
.("a

650b
375

77b
50b

67

900

15

. 120

25

'120

780

20

1,100

30

226

720

50

4,100

Enginea

($a)

C-60
Fluidyne pump

0.2
0.1'

40
0.63

102-c

1.2

27

GPU-3

6.8

V-160

13.0

60
32,000b

20
60'

"Brief descriptions of these engines can be found in
Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 6.2 of Ref. 1.
b Estimated.

'This machine was aciually operated as a pump (see Table 9.2,
Ref. 1) with a measured M of very nearly 60, thus lending credibility to these calculations.
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FLUIDYNE LIQUID-PISTON STIRLING ENGINES

3.

Fluidyne is the name given to a class of Stirling engines in which
the pistons are actually columns of liquid (usually water) moving up and
down in a set of U-tubes. The appendix, a reprint of a 1984 conference
paper, describes the principles and practice of fluidynes, together with
a brief history.
Because the working parts of the fluidyne are water and the power
output is available in the form of either pulsating pressure or movement
of liquid in a tube, the m0st obvious application is as a pumping engine,
for example, in irrigation systems. However, only experimental and
demonstration machines have been built so far. The largest one had a
throughput of more than 15 m3/h and a lift of almost 4 m. For more
information on the technology of the fluidyne , see Ref. 2.
In subsequent sections of this report, some estimates of the possible performance of fluidyne pumping systems are made.
3.1 Power Output of a U-Tube Fluidyne
Suppose the displacer is water in a U-tube of diameter D with a
stroke of D - that is, a “square” engine. The uprights are separated by
a thickness t of ,thermal insulation. To avoid excessive mi*xing and heat
losses in the displacer liquid as it turns into the curved section of the
U-tube, the liquid surface at bottom dead center of the piston movement
is at a minimum height D above the curved portion of the U-tube (see
Fig, 1). We assume, reasonably, that the phase angle between the liquid

A
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motion in the two arms of the U-tube is 90°. Then the net volume change,
which is the vector sum of the volume change at each end of the displacer
column, is
(5)
The operating frequency of a fluidyne is determined almost entirely by
the length of the displacer column3

f=L& J3%.
LD

(6)

From the geometry of the displacer(Fig. l), the length of the centerline
along the column is calculated as
LD

= 3D + 1r(D/2 + t/2) .

Therefore,

(8)

We can now calculate the approximate power output of the fluidyne from
Eqs. (l), (5), and (8):
TH - TK
Wo~0.25PmfVoT +T
H
K
= 0.25 x P

m

It is not convenient to operate this kind of fluidyne at a mean pressure
above atmospheric (0.1 MPa) because a higher pressure would expel the
liquid from-the tuning line. Substituting Pm = lo5 Pa and g =-9.81 m/s*
into Eq. (9) yields
D3
w. - 43D +19,600
r(D/2 + t/2)

TH - TK
' TH + TK

l

(10)

Because of the large surface area of a high-power, atmospheric-pressure
engine, good thermal insulation is essential to high efficiency. The
insulation thickness should probably be at least equal to the U-tube

6
diameter, that is, t = D.

wO

Then Eq. (10) becomes

IJ 7900 D5'2 x :"; ',K .
H
K

Cpll)

Notice that Eq. (8) is not very sensitive to the exact value of t,
so that choice of an insulation thickness somewhat greater or less than
the value assumed here would not significantly affect the conclusions.
Equation (11) could be applied approximately to a concentriccylinder fluidyne by defining D as the diameter of the innermost concentric cylinder.
3.2 Pumping Water with a U-Tube Fluidyne
A quantity of interest to many designers and sponsors of‘irrigation
systems is the so-called M4 of a system:
M4 = the volume of water pumped X the lift = tp X H .

(12)

For irrigation purposes, a mixed unit set of metres and hours is usually
adopted. Now,
kHpg = energy added to the water/unit time.
In SI units, for a U-tube fluidyne, Eqs. (11) and (12) indicate that
TH - TK
tpHpg = W = 7900 D5/* T + T
H
K

l

0

(13)

Changing the time units from seconds to hours gives
TH - TK
cpHpg = 3600 x 7900 x D5/* x TH+T ;
K
M4

(14)

TH - TK
3600 X 7900 x D5/2
x
TH
+ TK
= $PH =
PEi
= 3600 x 7900 x D5/2 x TH - TK
103 x 9.81
TH + TK
m2900D5/*

TH - TK
T +T
H
K

l

(15)
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Assume TK - 30% (860~). Then M4 can be calculated as a function of
the displacer diameter and the hot-end temperature. A heater temperature
of 350°C is practical with the simplest of materials and joining techniques (including adhesives). With more care paid to the choice of'materials and construction methods, but with no exotic technology, 550°C is
easily reached with safety.
Table 2 and Fig. 2 illustrate the rapid increase of M4 as the displacer diameter is increased.
Table 2. M4 for various displacer
diameters and heater
temperatures
M4 (m4/h>

D
(mm)

TH = 350°C

100

3.2
8.7.

150
200
250
300
350
400
450

a

17.9

31.3
49.4
72.6
101.4
136.1

TH = 550°C

4.2
11.7
24.0
41.9
66.0
97.1

135.5

181.9

a
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3.3 Pumping Head Available from a U-Tube Fluidyne
Staging the pumps by driving several pump arms from the same displacer* can lift water to any desired height. However, each stage can
lift the water no more than a certain maximum incretnental height because
the maximum pressure available to drive the pump in an atmosphericpressure engine is quite limited.

a
An approximate calculation of the maximum head available is fairly
straightforward. When pumping at close to the maximum available head,
the volume pumped will be low with little change of volume in the engine
during the pumping stroke. Therefore, the main sources of pressure variations in the working fluid of the engine will be the displacer action and
the tuning-line action. According to Eq. (2.3) of Ref. 1, the peak-topeak pressure change due to displacer action is given by
“e

APd = Pmv
m

2(TH - TK)
OH

+

TK>

l

(16)

The mean volume of working fluid Vm in the engine includes the heat
exchangers and connecting ducts, as well as the volume in the displacer
v . Typically in modern designs, the heat exchanger and duct volume
(B .e., the unswept or dead volume) is such that Vm = 2.5 V,; see
Table 2.1 of Ref. 1.
The peak-to-peak pressure variation due to the volume change V, is
simply given by the ratio of the volume change to the mean volume:

(17)

As seen earlier, V. = n V,, and therefore

(18)
The two arms of the displacer were assumed to be moving with equal
strokes and a 90" phase difference (which is why V, = fi V,), and the
phase angle between the displacer action and the tuning-line or volumechanging action is therefore 45'.
The pressure change due to the displacer action is in phase with the
displacer movement, but the pressure variations due to the volume change
are 180' out-of-phase with the change (i.e., when the volume is minimum,
the pressure is maximum and vice-versa). Therefore, the phase angle
between APd and APt is 180' - 45" = 135'.
The total pressure variation AP is the sum, taking account of the
phase angle between them, of APd and Apt:

Substitute for APd and APt from Eqs. (16) and (18) recall that

9
"m = 2.5 Ve, and simplify:

AP -2 [(;;;r;+(;U;)]1'2 .

(20)

Only if the peak-to-peak pressure variation exceeds the hydrostatic pressure from the pumping head can the valves open and the water begin to
flow. Therefore, the maximum possible lift (excluding any possible en-hancement by dynamic effects) in a single stage is Hmax where
Hmax Pg = AP
or

(21)

For an atmospheric engine and water pump, Pm = lo5 Pa, p = lo3 kg/m3, and
g = 9.81 m/s2. Using Eq. (21), the maximum possible lift for a singlestage fluidyne with a hot-end temperature of 35O'C is 8.0 m. However,
remember that the pumping rate falls toward zero as the maximum possible
lift is approached, so that the practical limit is much lower than the
theoretical one.
With a hot-end temperature of 550°C, the theoretical maximum head in
a single stage is 8.8 m.
As an example, Fig. 3 combines the results of Eqs. (15) and (21) to
show the potential performance limits of a 300~mm (12-in.) displacerdiameter fluidyne operating at 350 and 550'C. The results are shown for
a single-stage and a two-stage pumping system.
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SUMMARY

An existing correlation for the performance of Stirling engines can
be used to make estimates of M4 for Stirling-powered irrigation pumps.
Five engines, representing a wide range of different designs, have been
evaluated on the basis of the correlation; the M4 values range from
20 m4/h for the smallest engine surveyed to 4000 m4/h for the largest.
One particular type of Stirling machine, the fluidyne liquid-piston
pump, was examined in greater detail. Depending on the size of the
engine, M4 values in the range of 10 to 200 seem to be practical. The
maximum theoretical pumping head is about 8 or 9 m (depending upon the
operating temperature) for a single-stage design, or 16 m for a two-stage
system. The flow rate falls rapidly as the maximum head is approached.
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ABSTRACT
Since the Invention of the Pluidyne engine in 1969,
several research groups have explored and described the
potential of liquid-piston Stirling machine designs for a
.wide variety of applications, Including uater pumping from
solar beat, rinple and long-lived fossil-fuel-fired irrfgatloa pumps, and heat-powered heat pimps. A substantial
amunt of theoretical Wprk bee been plbllehed, along with
experimeaital results from a number of very different
machines and design data for the construction of experimental engines. This paper describes the progretas that hae
been -de-and the performance of existing systems, identifiee
putotandlng research needs, and outlines some of the
.potential for further progress.

By acceptance of this article, the
publisher or recipient acknowledges
the U.S. Government’s right to
retain a nonexclusive, royalty-free
license in and to 8ny copyright
covering the article.

*Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the U.S. Department
of Energy under contract W-740%eng-26.

The Irluidyne liquid-piston Stirling angina was invented at the Kisrwell
Laboratory of the United kingdom Atomic Eraergy &thority in 1969, snd the
first p~chlnao were operated there In 1970. Two internal reports wsre written
by the Inventor [1,21, and a British pstent was filed [31 coveting t$c basic
invention and o~me improvements. The Patent Spesificatlon was plb,lished In
1973, describing the basic theory and some sarly experimental results.
In 1974, a psper describing the Eluidyne concspt was preoented b a
meeting of the International Solar Energy Society [4] o and the’ attractive
simplicity of the liquid-piston mschine with its potential for low-cost
reliable water pumping was recognized; at that time, tha Hstal Ibx group of
companies hsd already expressad an interest in collaborating with Uerwell ‘on
the development of Pluidyne irrigation prmps. In 1975, tharefore, several
small-scale research efforts were under way; over the next few years, research
results confirmed the potential of the liquid-piston engine, while identifying
some pooblesis that lie in the ‘wey and offering possible solutions. sclms of
the msjor results of this rssearch are reviewed in thL6 paper.

One of the simplest versions of the Fluidyne to anstruct and operate is
the liquid-feedback mschine shown diagramatically in Fig. 1. Oscillation of
liquid in the displacer U-tube unaccompanied by any mvement of llqutd in the
tuning or output column U-tube muld represent, In terms of a conventional
Stirling engine, pIre displacement; gas would be displaced between the hot end
cold spaces but with n, net change in gas volume. Pavement of liquid in the
tuning line &es result in a net change of gas wlume, as &es the power
piston of a anventional Stirling machine.
.For the mschine to function as an engine, the phasing wst be such that
the liquid level in the open end of the tuning line is falling during the time
that the liquid level in the ht side of the U-tube is higher than that in the
cold side : this compresses the gas when nest of it Is in the cold space.
Conversely, when the liquid level in the hot side iS lower than in the +d,
the level in the open end of the tuning line must be rising, thus expanding
the gas. It is apparent that )sith such a phasing, the Fluidyne will operate
as a Stirling-like engine in the alpha or Rider configuration.
For a Fluidyne of the type shown in Fig. 1, the positioning of the
junction between the tuning line and the displacer U-tube is crucial.
Usually the junction rust be closer to the hot then to the cold end of the
displacer for successful operation as an engine, although exceptions to this
rule have been roted [5]. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, the two sections of the displacer-liquid column (between the junct’lon and each free
surf ace) are subjected to the same pressure difference, if the pressure drop
in the gas flow across the regenerator/connecting tube is neglected. However,
the liquid msss between the junction and the lmt surface :is less, because of
its shorter length, than that between the junction and the cold surface. As a

-2-
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consequence, the hot side of the displacer-liquid column responds to the
pressure difference mre readily than the aold side, and its mvement will bs
more advanced in phase. This is exactly the relatlonship needed for a
Stirling engine, in which the bt expansion-space vlolume verfation met lead
the phase of the cold compression-epace volume.

If the tuning line is driven externally, there will still, according to
the above argument, be a psltive phase difference between the reoulting
motions of the liquid surface In the short and long legs of the displacer Utube. Consequently, heat will still be -loved between the two cylinder flumes, and one will hsve a Liquid-piston refrigerator or heat pimp.
The description given above of the liquid-feedback ~chanism is greatly
oversimplified. The liquid-feedback system was first proposed, on the besis
of intuition, by Bake-Yarborough; la,t until 1974 did theoretical explanation for Its operation become available when Elrod saw a description of the
liquid-feedback Fluidyne and devised an elegantly oimplif led analysis of ite
principles [d]. Elrod ‘6 analysis vindicated Bake-Yarborough’s intuition.
The theory has been subsequently extended to take account of loss and loading
e f f e c t s (7,gJ. Several computer analyses have also been carried out and are
included in the bibliography.
Other feedback systems have also been used or proposed, including systems
in which the displacer is given, by one of several possible means, a rocking
motion e0 mintain the amplitude of oscillation of the displacer liquid.
Different configurations for the liquid columns have also been used, including
a rUticylinder arrangement of the Slemens type and a concentric machine in
which one leg of the displacer U-tube forms an annulus around the other.
arther details of these and other variants are given in Ref. [9].
Although the Fluidyne is essentialby a Stirling engine (or, at, least, has
the same kind of volume variations), the use of liquid pistons gives an added
freedom of design beyond that available with nnre conventional Stirling
machines. The potential advantage is obvious in cost, simplicity, and wintenance requirements offered by pistons that always fit their cylinder’s
exactly, regardless of wear or lrsrnufacturing tolerances.
It Pust be recognized, bwever, that the liquid pistons create or
exaggerate effect8 that are absent ‘or negligible in solid-piston engines.
These include the effect (generally undesirable) of oscillating flow on
viscous losses and on thermal leakage; the relative ease with which a
desirable isothermalization of the cold cylinder can be introduced; the posslbility (desirable or otherwise) of substantial evaporation in the bt
cylinder; the undesirable limitation on stroke and frequency imposed by
gravity-controlled oscillation and by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability of the
surface; and the need to keep a mre or less constant orientation of the
engine so that gravity can hold the liquid in place. The major factors will
be discussed in the next few sections.
Oscillating Flow Effects
The liquid flow rate in the displacer and tuning lines is not constant or
even unidirectional; it varies approximately sinusoidally with two reversals
In each cycle. For channels or tubes of the size normally used In a Fluidyne,
the behavior of the liquid, and especially the viscous drag, is greatly
off ected by this oscillation. In effect, the boundary layer never has time to
-4-
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develop fully hefore the flow reverses* Even in lamfaar flow conditions, the
effect of the oscilletory nature of the flow is fo anfine the velocity gradient in the. $iquid to a Iyrrow region close to the Veil 1101. The thickneae
of this boundary layer ir of the orderm, where v is the kinematic viscosity of “&ii liquid and o the angular, frequency of the oscillation. Fix room
temperature water oecillathg at 1 Ifi, thie thickness
ia of the order of 1 mm
--I
Plrst, the confinement of the velocity
There are two smjor ooasequencese
gradient to a narrow region mans that within that region, the gradient will
be Mgher than it muld be if the shear stress wnre spread tbewhat uniformly
across the full width. of the-_.__
tube, as it is in normal Ebiseuille flow.
Therefore, ‘the viscous flow losses are increased, On .the othati band, the
characteristic length for the Reynolds number of the oscillating flow is wt
the actual diameter of the tube, hrt the thickness of the boundary layer
within which the shear effects are aZmXentr8ted: this raises the flow
velocity at which the onset of turbulence l~ay bs expected (91. Although the
effect of turbulence on viscous flow losses in oscillating flow is ar3t
establfshed, It is possible that once turbulence has set in, the distlnctioo
between oecillating and unidirectional flow pray be such reduced.
Although the influence of the oscillations on the kinetic or “minor pipe”
losses is Pikewiae unknown, it is reasonable to esswe 410 the absence of.
published arperimeatal evidence to the contrary) chat the correlations for.
unidirectional turbulent flow msy be used. These correlations are establiehed
for aondftlono (turbulent flow) in which the time-averaged velocity profile in
a otrafght tube section also shows a charactaristic narrow boundary layer aear
the uall and a fairly uniform velocity over the rest of the tube diameter.
Second, the oscillatory mtion of tha liquid also enhances, of ten by a
very large factor [9], the conduction of heat along the liquid column. The
magnitude of thisLundeeirable effect depends, inter alla, on the ratio of
thermal conductivity to the square root of Unematic viscosity. This ‘ratio is
rather large for =ter (almost 1000, in 31 units, at WC, compared with only
10 for a typical 0111, which Is unfortunata because water is of ten the liquid
of choice for a Eluldyne. The effect may be a major source of heat loss from
the hot cylinder; although it can be greatly reduced by use of an insulating
float on the water surface, ach a float (if solid) makes $t impractical to
introduce extended surface area devices (such as fins or tubes) into the
”
.
c y l i n d e r t o htheramlize the g a s behelifoi.
Isothermalization and Transient Heat Transfer Losses
In an ideal Stirling cycle, all processes are isothermal. In practice,
the gas in the cylinders, and sometimes in the connecting ducts ‘as’ well, does
not hsve time to exchange nuch heat with the walls during the course of a
single cycle - that is, it behaves alnrost adiabatically. Consequently, the
expansion and cDmpresslon processes tend to lower and raise the gas temperature In these spaces (except in the regions very close to the wall, where
there is a thermal boundary layer). Three major efficiency-loss effects can
be attributed to this cause, although it should be realized that there are
important interactions among the three.
First, heat fiows ac?oss the” temperature difference between the gas and
the wall, which is an irreversible process. Although the net heat flow over a
cycle will“be zero, once the equilibriuui condition”~haS ‘been reach&d,. heat Is
lost from the gas to the wall during the part of the cycle when the gas
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temperature is above the wall temperature and is returned to the gas &ring
the part of the cycle when its temperature is lower. Giving up heat at a high
tampsrature and regaining it at a lower temperature is obviously an ineff icient process. This loss nrechanism is often called the transient heattransfer loss, the hysteresis loss (because of its Importance in gas springs),
or the cyclic heat-transfer loss. It uss first recognized as a very important
effect in the Eluidyne by &den, whose report [ill was mt however made public
until 1983. Fix a truly adiabatic cylinder, the transient bat-transfer loss
will be zero because, by definition, there t a0 heat sacchange between the gas
and the wall in an adiabatic space. Qn the other hand, neither will an
ideally isothermal cylinder suffer from transient heat-transfer losses because
there is, by def inftion, no temperature difference between the gas and the
wall in atch a cylinder. It follows that there is a Wrst case somewhere in
between the zero heat transfer ooeff icient and infinite heat transfer coef f icient cases. In fact, lee has shown [12] that the Wrst case will occur
when the thermal boundary layer thickness is about equal to the hydraulic
radius of the cylinder. The thermal boundary layer thickness is given by
m, where a is the thermal diffusivity and w the angular frequency of the
oscillations. br I-Hz oscillations in air at room temperature and pressure,
the thickness calculated from the thermal diffusivity based on’ pure conduction
i s *3 m. Notice that the ratio of the flow boundary layer thickness to the
thermal boundary layer thickness is u/a, the Prandtl number. br gases, the
Prandtl number is of the order of 1, 80 that gas spaces large enough to show
marked oscillating flow effects will tend U behave nearly adiabatically;
nearly isothermal spaces, on the other hand, will not show very rmrked
oscillating gas flow effects. In practice, the thermal diffusivity will be
enhanced by convection and turbulence that will rodif y , and of ten increase,
the transient heat-transfer loss.
By placing fins, tubes, or other area enhancements in the Fluidyne
cylinder p provided the spacing between them is less than a few millimeters,
the gas behavior can be brought into the nearly isothermal regime. The transient heat-transfer loss may still be considerable; although the temperature
fluctuations and therefore the heat transferred per unit area will be greatly
reduced, this is offset by the increase in area. Nevertheless, as we shall
see, the reduced temperature fluctuations favorably affect some other losses,
and near-isothermalization 16 generally mrthwhile if it cBn be achieved
without an excessive increase in complexity or in flow losses. I t i s
obviously gasler with a liquid piston, where the liquid will invest the spaces
between the fins regardless of tolerances, than with a eolid piston, where
close mstching of moving and stationary fins muld be needed.
The second major effect of the pressure-induced fluctuations in the
cylinder gas temperature is that the mean gas temperature over the cycle is no
longer equal to the temperature of the adjacent heat exchanger. During the
compression phase when the gas temperature will be raised by adiabatic
compression, m)st of the gas is In the cold compression cylinder. During the
expansion phase when the gas temperature is falling, there is relatively
little gas in the compression cylinder. Therefore, the mean temperature of
the gas in the compression cylinder reflects the compreoelve heating more than
the expansive cooling, and so the mean gas temperature in the compression
cylinder is higher than that in the cooler. Similarly, the mean gas temperature In the cxpanslon space is lower than the heater temperature. As a
result, the effective temperature difference between the expansion and
compression phases of the cycle Is less than the difference between the heater
ahd cooler temperatures, so that efficiency mlculatioas based on gas
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the rplitudo of the temperature fluctWttaa0 by partially IrothorulLilng the
cylinders ulll usually reduce the off ictency losu due to thir ehift of yan
tempmeture, Jthou8h it uy rrpt &Ctmaa tha tranoieat beat traarfer &rr
waler0 the iaotherulitatloa ir very affective. The uee ‘of liquid pirtolii
maker lt wrier to install attended UrfaCe uaa into the cyliruietu for this
partial i.aothermaliutbn.

The third affect, which can alw be reduced by even partial botherocrlitotioa, uiees from the iastaatmeoue temperature difference between the
heater (or amlar) and the gao In the adjacent cylinder. With ideal compoaantr,
gag leaving the heater and entering the expansbn rpace till do eo at
a coartant temperature - the heater wall temperature. The gas already withfn
the cylinder will be at a different ad usually lower temperature due to the
preaaure-induced temperature variations. There will therefore be a mixing of
gao at hso different temperatures - an kreveroible procese. Similarly,
during the pnrt of the cycle when gas ie leaving the expansion space and
entering the beater, it will generally do so at 8 temperature that is diff erent from and, for mst of the cycle, lower than the heater. Wee again,
heat 4s traaenitted irreversibly eeroau a finite temperature difference,
leading to a loes of eff fciency .
Effect of Bvaporatlon on Engine Pirforaance

Unlese the liquid In the expansion cylinder has a low vapor preosure at
the operating temperature or lo osparated from th6 hot gas by Some kind of
insulating float, enough evaporation will take place from the liquid iurf ace
and wetted cylinder wnllc to nodify eubstantfally the composition and pressure
of the mrklng gas. Because the evaporation will naturally tend to take place
mf3inly during the downstroke of the expansion piston when bt gas lo entering
the cylinder, it will raise the pressure during the expansion phase and
thereby increaee the indicated power. Calculation8 have indicated that a
several-fold increase may be attainable, and this Is presumably the reason
that small Fluidynea (which 6uf fer from the large transient heat-transfer
looses associated with the Increased surface-to-volume ratio of small cylinders and the large flow losses associated with small-diamet’er tubes) will not
work In the abeence of evaporatloa (13).
Much greater beat input is needed for the evaporative (“wet”) cycle than
for one in which evaporation is arppresoed (“dry” Fluidyne). A conve’ntioaal
regenerator cannot recover such of this extra heat because the saturation temperature of the fluid is higher during the high pressure of the compression
phase (when nuch of the hear stored in the regenerator should be returned to
the wrklng fluid) than &ring the expansion phase, when ‘tiie beat was stored
in the regenerator. Without regeneration, an earlier study suggested that the
brake efficiency of the evaporative cycle in a Simple Fluidyne may be limited
to around 1x or 2x (141. However, with xxe careful control of the quantity
and timing of the evaporation an Indicated efficiency in the range of 3 to 9x
at low temperatures (110 to 130’C) lpay be achievable even without
regenerutiou [15]; this prey open the way to higher brake efficiency,
Moreover, a omit Ingenious proposal by Menfroe 1161 that uses a hydrated-salt
atorage medium In the regenerator has opened up the pOS6ibility of achieving
at least 80166 degree of effective regeneration and hence still hieher efflciency in evaporative &?luidynes.
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At present, the general aonclu6lons ue that the theoretical eff icirncy
advantage of the dry engine is likely ts b6 realized in practice only for
larger mschines (with a cylinder diameter perhaps >SO pm) and that for ull
engines evaporation is essential for succeesful operation. Similarly, for
operation ecross a small temperature difference - arch as might be available
from simple solar collectors - the greater indicated power output of the evaporative cycle IMY be needed. If the highest mssible efficiency is the goal,
then a large dry engine is needed.
As indicated earlier, transient beat tranef er is a Bajor murce of lo66
in the Fluidyne engine; if the expansion cylinder is filled with tubes or fins
to isothermalize the space , then the liquid piston in that cylinder will be
approximately the oame temperature as the gas. Evaporation muld then be an
important effect unless a lower vapor pressure liquid were used in place of
water or unless very low temperature6 are used, but a8 already stated, it is
difficult to achieve efficient low-temperature operetion without evveporation.
Although the discussion here hes centered around machines in which the
working fluid is either a permanent gas (usually air, although lower mlecular
weight gases have been used with gpod results) or a gas/vapor qlxture, one
could construct a Fluidyne type of engine in which permanent gas is excluded
from the working space 80 that the cycle depends entirely on steam or 6ome
other vapor (17). Apparently, n, experimental results from such a machine
have been published.
Frequency aud Stroke Limitations
For the type of mschine shown in Fig. 1, the frequency of opeation is
determined largely by the natural frequency of oscillation of the liquid in
the displacer tube under the restraining force of gravity. This natural frequency is equal to a rad/s, where g is the acceleration due to gravity .a@
L is the length of the liquid column. Some small QIPonstration mdels bve
been built with a diSpl8Cer column as short a6 100 6611, corresponding to a frequency of about 2 tiz, but for larger engines the minimum length is limited by
the diameter of the displacer tubing and the need to accomdete the stroke in
each upright of the U-tube. For an engine with a 15h dlam displacer and a
bore-to-stroke ratio of 1, it muld be dlff icult to construct a displacer Utube of much less than l-m length (fig. 2), corresponding to a frequency of
only 0.7 Hz; in fact, both the engines of this size described in the literature [la,191 have a displacer somewhat larger than 1 m and operate at 8 frequency of QO.55 hz.

There are way6 to circumvent these limitations to a certain extent, such
a6 using a displacer tube of nonuniform cross section or using a rocking-beam
configuration in which the frequency is determined prSmerily by the mtion of
the displacer tube itself rather than the Liquid column within it [9]. A sure
fundamental approach is to increase the restoring force beyond that provided
by gravity alone. In the multicylinder engine shown in Ng. 3, each liquid
colwan 16 subject to the restoring forces arising from the compression or
expansion of gas in the adjacent cylinders a6 well as from gravity. Usually,
these gas spring forces are pUch larger than the gravitation81 ones, and so
the resonant frequency Is such higher than it would k! for the same column
osciliatlng under gravity alone.
In 6 stationary liquid with a free surface, the direction of the acceleration due to gravity is from the dense fluid (liquid) toward the less dense
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fluid (gas), and the fnterf ace la stable - as In a glass of water. In the
century, IPrd Rayleigh showed that if the acceleration is 5n the opposite
direction (e.g., if the glaos Is rapidly accelerated downwards, ‘or if it is
turned upside Qwn), the Interface ti unstable and will break up - that Is,
omall departures from a moth flat surface till tend to grow. According to
legend, the theory was reinvented by Taylor in the course of investigations
into the problems encountered &ring W 11 while trying b obtain a smooth and
spherically symaatrlcal iPplosion of the core of an atomic bomb. In any case,
it is DDW known as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. br 4 sinusoidal mvement
of the liquid, the peak acceleration of the arrface Is so /2, where 8 is the
etroke and w the angular frequency. If this exceeds the acceleration due to
graviry, then the liquid surface will be subject to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability during the downstroke. kr a 100-m ‘otroke, this will ba the case for
all frequencies higher than 2.2 liz. This aould pose a severe design
constraint, espscially on a high-frequency lorlticyllnder engine and on the
output column of a liquid-feedback engine. (The output column is usually lpede
from narrower tubing than the displacer to minimize Its length, and it has a
higher stroke so that the output aolumn will reach the stability limit before
the displacer cx>lumn.) However , even beyond the limits of the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, the surface disturbances have a finite rate of grqwth, and the
stability boundary can bs crossed without problems for at least a short time.
both the stability limit and the rate of growth are affected by surface tension and other effects that may be particularly Important in narrow tubes;
this may explain why Martini’s nultlcylinder beat pump Fluldyne (201 hae successfully operated with a frequency/stroke combination exceeding gravitational
acceleration. This question has not been very deeply explored, especially r~)f
in a quantitative manner, although it Is clear that some sort of limit mJst
exist; it is, after all, well known that water will generally fall from a
glass held upside down.
last

Having described some of Che interesting theoretical aspects of the
Fluidyne engine, one may turn to the laeasured performance of some of the
machines that have been built.
Table 1 lists the characterfetics, in relation to the previous
discussion, of several different engines along with the engine performance.
This table includes only engines used for prmplng. The wet mechines operate
successfully even in small sizes, but no results have been published showing
the performance of. a large engine with evaporation. The three larger engines
listed in the tablg all operate on a dry cycle, and although they show a
higher efficiency , a higher operating temperature is needed. The effective
cylinder temperature of the vet machines is cut recorded, but it Is presumably
no greater than 100cC or so because there is usually 110 boiling during operation. All these machines had air as the permanent gas fraction of the working
fluid.
Little has been published about the largest machine, designed and built
by R. Pandey as prt of a research program at the bktal bx Company of India;
the program was ultimately .a.irned at developing coal-fired irrigation pimps*
The engine is of concentric cylinder design with the tuning line constructed
as a spiral on the base of the displacer (Fig. 4 shows one possible layout of
t h i s type). The water pump is driven by the gas pressure variations in the
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Table 1.

Reference

8
d
I

Displacer
diameter Frequewy
(Hz)
(-1

Cycle
we

c

*i

,,

Characteristics of sane Ruidyne water plcps

Input
W

!Qx fmum
flow
(L/h)

ax fmn
head
(d

Sates

21.

16

+lJ 1.0

Wet

10

22

0.3

Electrically heated, m isothersalization,
and [u hot end float

22

48

0.8

Wet

60

92

1.0

Electrically heated, tm isothetmalization,
and ry) hot end float

2

44

0.8

wet

530

390

1.6

Electrically heated, no isotheraalizatlon,
and M ,bt end float

19

150

0,561

Dry

200

740

1.3

Electrically heated, cold cylinder
lsother-,allzed, heater temperature 35O”C,
and hot end float

18

150

0.5%

Dry

300

1,700

3.0

Electrically heated, cold cylfnder
imtherzalized, heater temperature 36O”C,
and- hot end float

23

300"

0.625

Dry

4,400

16,000

3 . 7

Gas fired, cold cylinder isotkersalized,
heater tenperature 375’C, and tit end float

Est!za:ed diameter of inner cylinder in a concentric cylinder engine geonetry.
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working space, a rystgm known aa gas-coupling. The Pandey engine operate6 at
a msan pa pcereure equal to atmspheric and at a fairly low heater temperature (375.C). Qnsequently , the specific output is low, even though the
Beale -bar is O.OU8, which ls quite respectable for such a low-temperature
machine i A large, but simple; engine is therefore needed to generate the
pumping power, which for a throughput of 4,400 U.S. gal/h through a head of _ 12
f t is elmrt l/4 hp. No details of the kater bead design are available, and
very little ir Wwn ew ,about the...Pasic ,. di~!~Mne Jrf...- !$e.,engine. Nowever,
it appears that the expanulon cylinder, equipped with a float to minimize evaporat’iop, spy have a diameter of about 12 in. and the tuning line an effective
diameter of 8 in. The operating frequency Is 0.625 Hz, Implying a displacerliquid aolm ‘length of slightly mxe than 4 ft.

This uthor prepared an outline design, Including all ma jot dimensions,
for a pimp intended to have a performance (80 gal/min through a head of 10 f t )
quite similar b Pandey ‘6 machine. The design was prepared for the Riggs 6
Stratton Qrporatlon, hut it wag never built; the company has kindly given
their permiosion for Its publication. Pull details are available (24)) but
briefly the design proposes a U-cube displacer with an Internal diameter of
13-l/2 in. and a tuning line internal diameter of 7-3/4 in. The heater is an
annulus place4 above the expansion cylinder and ancentric ‘tith It. The regenerator mntrix is k pitch aluminum honeycomb, and the cold cylinder ,ls
filled with S-sm~ @tch baeycomb for laothermalization. Evaporation and heat
conduction from the expansion cylinder are mlnimlzed by means .of a short
lneulailon-f illed float on the vater surf ace.
APPLICATIONS
The mat obvious application for a liquid-piston engine Is as a liquid
pump, and mst of the Pluidyne research and development has been carried out
with this I.ri hind. Many ‘paople have thought of the use of solar heat or waste
heat irith this kind of engine, particularly for Irrigation pumping. Small
engines (15 rmdiam or smaller displacer cylindere) have in fact .been successfully operated from eunlight focused with an inexpensive plastic Resnel lens
of perhaps 300-f2m2 area. In the quest for simplicity and reduced maintenance
requirements, various Piuidyne pnnps of lo- to 1007~1 displacer diameter have
been successfully operated with fluidlc valves, In ‘a system having IY) solid
moving parts (except, for a bt’ cylinder, float in the lOO-mm engine). Ihr
irrigation pumping, the simplest type of Piuldyne has a limitation; by
choosing a man wrking gas pressure equal to atmosphertc pressure, mnstruction and opera’tion are tich simplified compared with a pressurized engine, but
the pimping bead is limited by the available pressure swing to no nmre than
perhaps 15 ft. Thie Is, of course, adequate for irrigation pImpl.ng In many
areas of the wxld, but not in all. There, are ways to increase the pimping
head by staging or by pressurizing the uxking fluid [9], but these methods
have 80 far been little. explored.
Other pmping applications that have been proposed include water cir’ culation in gas-fired hot water central heating systems (to reduce the dependence of gas-fired systems on electricity supplies), drainage pumping,
domestic water supply In remote locations without benefit of utility electricity. combustion engine cooling \sith engine waste heat as the power source,
and failsafe cooling of nuclear reactors after shutdown.
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Ths mlticylindar 0mffguratLoa can, in principle, be oparatad as 8 hsatpowered heat pmpp with some of the expansion s
e s bsing heated externally
and generating the power to sat tha system into
The remaining
expansion cylinder(s) then act as the input side of a Stirling heat pmp (91.
For several years, there wss, a series of conflktlng arguments about this
scheme : some argued@ on apparently impeccable grounds, that it could mrk;
some argued, on apparently equally impeccable grounds,
it aDuld ‘Ilot* T h e
iuunediate questi.on W8 resolved by Martini, who built a
11 machine that
worked [2Oj. Martini’s small proof-of-principle -de1 does mt give any
guide to the ultimtely available perforwce , amt, or efficiency of these
systems, bat it does offer reasmrance that the efficiency can be greater
than zero*
As mted earlier, a Fluldyne driven by external gas preasure pulsations
would operate as a refrigerator, bS it appears that no sallcullations, pprch
leus experiments, have been carried out on arch a system.
Finally, it pley bs rwrked thet the Flu&dyne incorporates, in a vDrktng
heat engine simple enough to be put together in the smallest laboratory or
workshop, many of the Important bssic lessons of classical physics - including
oingle- and ewe-phase thermdynamics, kinematics, the behavior of tuned
oscillators and fluid flow. It is therefore a $pod teaching and learning
example for high school snd college students ; many successful student projects
on the Fluldyne are known to the author, and pesumably there are others that
have mt been aoPePsrrnicated,

* .

CONCLUSION
The liquid-piston Fluidyne is a form of Stirling engine sharing many of
she characteristics of conventional kinematic and free-piston Stirling
mashInes, The use of liquid pistons, tPwever , gives it some unique advantage8
as ell as certain problems that are aot encountered or are rrot important in
engines with mild pistons. Because the output is naturally available in the
form of an osclllatlng liquid flow or a fluctuating pressure, the Fluldyne &
well suited e0 liquid pimping, but other applications have also been considered.
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c. R West, e. H. Qloke-Yarborough and J, c n. G8iaow,

‘bprovements io o

r

Relating to Stirling C)Jcla bat Bagineo,” British Patent I 329 567, f llad 1970
(describes baoic Pluidyna czxxept and r~merou~ different conf iguratioar; alao
give6 some experimental recults).
C. D. Weat, “Improvement6 in or Relating to StArPing Qcle iiaat Bnginae,’
British Patant 1 487 332, filed 1974 (describes rocking beam fluidyne-drlven
by bellows from wxking gas preeeure variations).
*Improvements in or Relating to Stirling Qcle Beat Bngines,”
British Patent 1 507 678, filed 1974 (deecribee nulticylinder l%aidyne engines
and refrigeratora; applicatione aleo filed in India, IZgypt and Kuwait).’

c. D. West,

C . D . Meet a n d J. C. H. Ceieow, “Improvements in or Balating to Stirling Qcle
Engines,” British Patent 1 568 057, filed 1975 (deecribee isothermalizer techniques, cooling and heating through the liquid medium, u8e of a float to
reduce evaporation in the bt cylinder ) and deeigo of an internal pump for
cooling; applications also filed in India, Egypt and Kuwait).
C. D. West) J. C. H. Geisow end % B. Pandey, “Improvements in or Belating to
Stirling C+cle Beat Engines,” British Patent 1 581 748, filed 1976 (describes
the concentric cylinder layout, folded tuning line, aulticyl1nder ooncentric
l a y o u t , and application of nulticylinder liquid piston configuration to beat
activated beat pumping; applications also filed in India and Kuwait).

C. 1). West, J. C. tl, Calsow and R B. Pandey, “Improvements in or Baleting to
Stirling Oycle Heat Engines,” British Patent 1 581 749, filed 1977 (describes
means for pressurizing the working fluid in a Ruidyne pimp; Applications also
filed in India, Egypt, Kuwait, and Nigeria).
J. Gerstmann and Y. Friedman, “Liquid Piston Beat Actuated Beat Pump and
of Operating Same,” U.S. Patent 4,148,195, filed 1977 (deeckibes
multicylinder, liquid-piston heat-actuated heat pimp, and arthods of. switching
between Fmmer and winter operation).
Methods

E. Franklin, “Improvements in or Relating to Pu,mps,” British Patent 21072278,
filed 1979 (describes a Pluidyne in which the uorking fluid is vapor only,
with L-ICI permanent gas content).
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